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Dear Readers,
Pakistani Fashion Industry is growing by leaps and bounds making its mark around the globe and attaining new heights of success,
appreciation and gratitude. Pakistan fashion industry has been blessed with many amazing fashion designers who have taken
Pakistan’s Fashion Industry to International level among which HSY is most prominent name. He is Styling Guru; The New King of
Couture and a Complete Lifestyle. Hassan Sheheryar Yasin is not a personality but a symbol of fashion. With the completion of his
20 years in fashion industry, we are dedicating this issue to his success and fame all around the globe. In this issue we have portray
the life of this iconic personality in more tantalizing way. April remained the month of most glamorous and fabulous happenings in
the fashion and box office world, so we bring you the sneak peak of all the important events like the most wanted IIFA, PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week, Pakistan Fashion Week Dubai and the last but not least, first ever Pakistani Awards Show “ARY AWARDS 2014”. Go
through our fashion packed amazing issue and it will surely feed your thrust of fashion. Happy Reading!!
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Tete-A-Tete
Modi Wins India’s Election
With A Landslide

Largest Dinosaur Fossils Found In Argentina
BUENOS AIRES: Paleontologists in Argentina's
remote Patagonia region have discovered fossils of
what was likely the largest dinosaur ever to roam the

earth. The creature is believed to be a new species of
Titanosaur, a long-necked, long-tailed sauropod that
walked on four legs and lived some 95 million years
ago in the Cretaceous Period. The dinosaur
“weighed the equivalent of more than 14 African
elephants,” or about 100 tonnes, said Jose Luis
Carballido, a paleontologist at the Egidio Feruglio
Museum in the southern Argentine city of Trelew.
“This is a true paleontological treasure,” Carballido
said in a statement on Friday on the museum
website. “There are many remains and they were
practically intact, something that does not
frequently happen. Known fossils “of a giant
Titanosaur are scarce and fragmentary.” Museum
director Ruben Cuneo told local media that the
remains belong to “the largest known specimen” of
its kind and “the most complete find of this type of
dinosaur in the world.”The fossils were accidently
discovered in 2011 by a farm worker in a remote area
in the Patagonian province of Chubut, some 1,300
kilometers (800 miles) south of Buenos Aires. The
creature was plant-eating and measured some 40
meters from head to tail, Cuneo said.
Photos posted on the museum website show a
fossilised femur larger than the paleontologist
pictured next to it. Experts believe that the remains
of seven dinosaurs, as well as the broken teeth of
carnivores, are among the 200 fossils found at the
Chubut site where the giant femur was found.
www.syncmag.ca
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Cannes To Kick Off With Kidman, 'Grace Of Monaco’
FRANCE: The 67th annual Cannes Film Festival is kicking off with a
dose of classic French Riviera glamour. The Grace Kelly biopic "Grace
of Monaco," starring Nicole Kidman, opens the festival Wednesday.
Kidman plays the movie star during her
marriage to Prince Rainier III of Monaco, just
an hour's drive from Cannes. The film
premieres amid high-profile disputes. Director
Olivier Dahan has feuded over the final cut
with the Weinstein Co., which is distributing
the film in North America. Dahan's version
will screen at Cannes. Princess Stephanie of
Monaco has criticized the film about her
parents as inaccurate. The festival jury, which
decides the prestigious Palme d'Or award, is headed this year by Jane
Champion, the only female filmmaker to win the Palme d'Or (for "The
Piano" in 1993).The Cannes Film Festival is the world's largest and
most starry film festival, as well as the top movie marketplace where
countless films are bought and sold. While it encompasses a broad
range of movie premieres, wheeling and dealing and celebrity
gatherings, the world's attention is focused on the 18 films in
competition for the Palme d'Or.

Trudeau Sticks By Decision To Ban Anti-Abortion
Candidates From Liberal Party
Cardinal Thomas Collins, Toronto’s Roman Catholic archbishop,
continues to ask federal Liberal party leader Justin Trudeau to rethink his
stance on excluding
candidates opposed to
abortion rights from his party
in the next election.
“Political leaders surely have
the right to insist on party
unity and discipline in
political matters which are
within the legitimate scope of
their authority,” Collins wrote
in an open letter posted on the archdiocese website on Wednesday. “But
that political authority is not limitless: it does not extend to matters of
conscience and religious faith. It does not govern all aspects of
life.”Trudeau is standing by last week’s announcement, that his party
would not accept those opposed to abortion as candidates. Trudeau said
Thursday he welcomes the input from the church, but his party is
committed to the values laid out in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
"Since 1988, the Supreme Court of Canada has affirmed that a woman's
right to choose in this matter is part of her fundamental rights and
freedoms," Trudeau said. Prime Minister Stephen Harper, in New
Maryland, N.B., Thursday, was asked to weigh in. He said he doesn’t want
to reopen the abortion debate. But he added that all views are welcome in
his party.Collins, meanwhile, remains focused for now on Trudeau, who
was raised a Catholic.
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All Decisions By Sethi 'Null And Void’
The Islamabad High Court (IHC) on Monday declared all decisions taken
by the Najam Sethi-led Interim Management Committee, which was
running the affairs of the
board, as 'null and void'. The
development erases any doubt
that Waqar Younis, Grant
Flower or any other official
will keep their jobs just a week
after being appointed by Sethi.
According to DawnNews, the
IHC said it was necessary to
suspend the notification which
brought Sethi in power at the expense of an elected Zaka Ashraf regime.
Ousted chief Sethi earlier on Sunday had announced that he would
challenge the decision of reinstating Zaka as the PCB chairman. The
government today made an official announcement that it will appeal the
decision of the IHC in the Supreme Court and back Sethi. Sethi said the
court judgment would be challenged “vigorously and swiftly.” “The good
steps we took to professionalise and invigorate cricket and clean up the
PCB will not be allowed to go in vain,” Sethi told AFP.Justice Noorul Haq
N. Qureshi of the IHC on May 17 had set aside the Statutory Regulatory
Order (SRO) issued by the Pakistan Muslim League - Nawaz (PML-N)
government which brought Najam Sethi in the PCB as chairman and also
reversed the termination of 38 PCB employees carried out by the Sethi
regime.
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Daughter Of Noor Jahan-Zille Huma Passes
Away
LAHORE: Zille Huma, daughter of the legendary
singer Noor Jehan, passed away in Lahore at the age
of 70 on Friday morning,
DawnNews reported.
She was suffering from
complications due to
diabetes and blood pressure
and was being treated at a
private hospital in Lahore,
where she passed away on
Friday morning. She had
spent her last days on a
ventilator.Her funeral took place later after the
Friday prayers. Zille Huma was born on February
21, 1944 in Lahore to the subcontinent’s legendary
singer Noor Jehan and filmmaker Syed Shaukat
Hussain Rizvi. She inherited her mother’s voice and
talent in singing. Her voice closely resembled her
mother’s. Zille Huma is survived by four sons,
Mohammad Ali Butt, Ahmed Ali Butt, Mustafa Ali
Butt and Hamza Ali Butt.

Modi Wins India’s Election With A Landslide
Opposition candidate Narendra Modi will be the next prime minister of India, with counting trends showing the pro-business
Hindu nationalist and his party headed for the most resounding election victory the country has seen in thirty years. Modi’s
landslide win was welcomed with a thundering rally on India’s stock
markets and jubilant celebrations at offices across the country of his
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), where supporters danced, exploded
fireworks and handed out sweets. The alliance led by the BJP, and
possibly the party alone, was headed for a majority in parliament, giving
Modi the most decisive mandate for any leader since the 1984
assassination of prime minister Indira Gandhi propelled her son to office.
Unlike his predecessors, Modi will not have to deal with unruly coalition
partners as he implements reform. That could usher in profound
economic changes, and he will try to replicate his success in attracting
investment and building infrastructure in Gujarat, the state he has
governed for 12 years.
“He can afford to have a smaller but stronger cabinet, that means a far more decisive government. He has been saying less
government and more governance, we are really likely to see that,” said Navneet Munot, Chief Investment Officer at SBI
Funds management in Mumbai. But with India’s economy suffering its worst slowdown since the 1980s and battling high
inflation, it will not be an easy task to meet the hopes of millions of Indians who have bought into the idea that Modi will
quickly push their country onto the top table of global economic powers. The 63-year-old’s promises of job creation and
clean, efficient government resonated with many of the half a billion people who braved blistering summer heat to vote in the
world’s biggest election over the last five weeks.
Since being named as his party’s candidate last September, Modi has flown 300,000 km and addressed 457 rallies in a slick,
presidential-style campaign that has broken the mould of Indian politics.
www.syncmag.ca
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"L'atelier, Pakistan's
Premier Multi Brand
Store, is the go-to
destination for
celebrities, socialites
and the style savy. It
retails the latest
collections from
leading designers.
www.syncmag.ca
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Since its inception in 2010, the trend-setting
entrepreneurial team behind L’atelier, Ahsan,
Sadaf, Sarah and Zahra Raza, have set a
benchmark for state of the art stores at upmarket
locations with an ambiance of luxury and
indulgence premised on French interiors and
design.
In December 2012 they expanded from Islamabad
to open a flagship store in Lahore’s Gulberg, which
is run by a professional management team and
offers affordable luxury to style savvy women.
Each designer’s collection has been carefully
handpicked to offer quality and range, with
approximately one third of the brands present
being introduced to Lahore for the first time. In
the same year, they launched their web store
‘Online @ L’atelier’, which commits to delivering
original designer wear worldwide within 3 days at
exactly the same prices as available within
Pakistan.

Sync-Rendezvous

labels including powerhouse brands as well as
coveted upcoming labels. Popular brands include:
Elan, Sania Maskatiya, HSY, Sana Safinaz, Zara
Shahjahan,
Body Focus Museum, Muse, Maria B, Feeha
Jamshed, Ayesha Khurram, Anatolian and Fashion
ComPassion. In addition, L’atelier hosts high
profile launches, exhibitions and trunk shows
throughout the year bringing ever more choice to
its client base. Further, in keeping with its pledge
to ensure client satisfaction and superior service,
L’atelier offers an efficient and accurate alteration
service for both its local clients and international
clientele buying online.
The partners of L’atelier strongly believe in social
responsibility and sustainable growth as an
integral part of their business and have thus
committed to dedicating a percentage of profits
to worthy causes every year.

To complement the clothes, L’atelier also provides Available in Lahore, Islamabad and worldwide
a selection of jewellery, shoes, bags and clutches through their online store”
to accessorise and complete each outfit. The www.latelier-pk.com
designer selection includes a rich cross section of
www.syncmag.ca
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PFDC SUNSILK FASHION WEEK 2014

Red Carpet

The seventh PFDC Sunsilk Fashion
Week officially commenced ON April
7th at Expo Centre Lahore, marking
the fifth consistent year of the prêt a
porter platform. In keeping with the
objective of furthering fashion retail
and synergizing high end design,
textile manufacturers and buyers,
fashion week includes ramp shows by
leading retail labels, high-street
fashion brands as well as textile
houses along with a fully functional,
state of the art exhibition area.
Day-1 marked the first day of the
afternoon High Street Fashion Shows
featuring MK Nation by Karma,
ChenOne and Ittehad Textiles,
followed by the Bank Alfalah Rising
Talent Show and designer prét-aporter shows by Mohsin Ali for Libas,
Nickie Nina, Sania Maskatiya, The
House of Arsalan Iqbal and Ali Xeeshan
Theater Studio later in the evening.

Mohsin
Ali

Hira
Ashfaq

Ali
Xeeshan

Umair Tabani & Sania Maskatiya

HSY

Amina
Malik

Hammad
Sohail
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Ittehad

Sahar Atif

Ittehad

Sahar Atif

Ittehad

MK by Karma

MK by Karma

MK by Karma

MK by Karma
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Bank Alfalah Rising Talent Show

Nickie Nina

Bank Alfalah Rising Talent Show

Nickie Nina
Arsalan Iqbal
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Red Carpet

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in
collaboration with Sunsilk presented the
second day of the seventh PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week. Day-2 featured the
continuation of the afternoon High
Street Fashion Shows with BeechTree,
Arooj Ahmed and Kayseria Pret and
designer prét-a-porter shows by Shehla
Chatoor, Teena by Hina Butt, Deepak
Perwani, Muse and Élan later in the
evening.
The High Street Fashion segment on
Day-2 of PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week 2014
was opened by BeechTree debuting a
collection titled ‘Bohemian Summer’
and concluded by premier designer
textile house Kayseria who showcased a
High Street pret-a-porter collection
titled ‘Kat-Putli’.Prèt Show was opened
by designer Shehla Chatoor who
showcased ‘Samsara’, Day-2’s finale was
presented by premier luxury designer
label Élan who showcased their
collection, ‘Art Struck Élan’.

www.syncmag.ca
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Jehanzeb Amin & Khadijah Shah

Moeed And Faryal

Deepak Perwani

Shehla Chatoor

Arooj Ahmed

Arooj Ahmed
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Arooj Ahmed

Arooj Ahmed

BeechTree

BeechTree
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Elan
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Elan

Elan

Shehla Chatoor
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Shehla Chatoor

Shehla Chatoor
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Day-3 featured the continuation of the
afternoon High Street Fashion Shows
with Generation, Roodaba Omar,
Bareezé Man and Gul Ahmed and
designer prét-a-porter shows by Fahad
Hussayn, Republic by Omar Farooq,
Body Focus Museum, MARIA.B., Nida
Azwer and Karma Pink later in the
evening.
Generation opened the High Street
Fashion segment with their collection
titled ‘Water on Ajrak’ The concluding
High Street Fashion show was
showcased by premier textile house Gul
Ahmed who exhibited the brand’s
‘Ethnic meets Contemporary’ collection.
PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week 2014’s Prèt
Show was opened by designer Fahad
Hussayn who showcased a collection
titled ‘Kaala Pani’. Day-3’s finale was
presented by designer label Karma Pink
who presented their Spring/Summer
2014 collection titled ‘Karma ki
Rajasthani Kahani’.

Red Carpet Host
Natasha Hussain
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Maria B

Maheen And Saad Ali

Kamiar Rokni

Iman Ahmed

Ayesha Haq And Naeem Haq

Mikaal Zulfiqar and Sara
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Fahad Hussayn

Body Focus

Fahad Hussayn

Body Focus
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Nida Azwer

Omar Farooq
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Red Carpet

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in
collaboration with Sunsilk presented the
fourth and final day of the seventh PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week. Day-4 featured
Voile shows with Five Star Textile Limited,
Warda Prints, Nimsay by Nimra Textile and
Lakhany Silk Millsand designer prét-aporter shows by Rizwan Beyg, Zara
Shahjahan, Saira Shakira, Khaadi Khaas,
Akif Mahmood and HSY later in the
evening. Five Star Textile Industries
kicked off the Voile Show segment with
their Spring/Summer 2014 line of
collections titled Vogue, Divine, Classic
and Larose. The concluding Voile show of
the day was showcased by Lakhany Silk
Mills who presented their Spring/Summer
2014 collection.
Prèt Show on the fourth and final day was
opened by acclaimed Pakistani couturier
Rizwan Beyg. Day-4’s finale was
presented by acclaimed couturier HSY. In
the spirit of his 20th year motto, “Giving is
the new Achieving” Hassan Sheheryar
Yasin brought to PFDC Sunsilk Fashion
Week 2014 a collection titled ‘Sher’.

www.syncmag.ca
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Akif Mahmood

Zara Shahjahan

Zara Peerzada

Saira & Shakira

Saad Zaidi

Fareshteh Aslam

Five Star

Five Star

Five Star

Five Star
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Lakhany Silk Mills

Nimsay

Warda Prints
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Akif Mahmood

Akif Mahmood

HSY

HSY

Khaadi Khaas

Khaadi Khaas

Akif Mahmood

HSY

Khaadi Khaas

Akif Mahmood

HSY

Khaadi Khaas

Zara Shahjahan

Rizwan Beyg

Rizwan Beyg

Zara Shahjahan

Zara Shahjahan
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“AROSHI S/S COLLECTION 2014"
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“AROSHI S/S COLLECTION 2014"
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Rakesh Omprakash Mehra

Malaika Arora Khan

Sonakshi Sinha

Arjun Rampal

Moët & Chandon Present Its Toast For A Cause”
Moët & Chandon presented its "Toast For A Cause" initiative at the Swades
Foundation Gala held at the Palladium Hotel in Mumbaoi on April 10th, 2014.
Moët & Chandon collaborated with Swades Foundation, an organisation that
operates with the single-minded focus of empowering rural India, to invite
celebrity guests to make a toast for the charity. For every toast at the dedicated
“Toast for a Cause” corner, Moët & Chandon made a generous contribution to
the Swades Foundation.
The evening also saw a fashion presentation by designer Vikram Phadnis.
Sonakshi Sinha, Vidya Balan, Malaika Arora Khan, Sophie Choudry, Farah Khan
Ali and Neha Dhupia are dressed in the designer's creations.
Mumbai's swish set stepped out in their finest. Guests included Vidya Balan,
Sonakshi Sinha, Karan Johar, Ayan Mukherjee, Arjun Rampal, Shilpa Shetty,
Malaika Arora Khan, Kunal Kapoor, Neha Dhupia, Sussanne Roshan, Sophie
Choudry, Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra, Farah Khan Ali, Rhea Pillai, Rahul Bose,
Prerna Goel and more.

Shamita Singha
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Vidya Balan

Farah Khan Ali

Karan Johar

Kunal Kapoor
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Shilpa Shetty

Neha Dhupia

Sophie Choudry

Prerna Goel

Sangita Kathiwada

Queenie Singh

Priya Sachev

Gaurav Bhatia

Anaita Shroff Adajania
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‘The King of Couture’
celebrates 2014 as his 20th
year in fashion as a couturier,
show director, event architect,
and choreographer.

It’s been quite a journey these past two decades
and a very fulfilling one at that! I have been
fortunate to have been a part of Pakistan’s
fashion industry from when it was a mere
fledgling, to playing a part in what it is today, a
thriving, vibrant space.

Celebrating 20 Years
Hassan Sheheryar Yasin
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he Mr. BIG of South Asian
Fashion industry: HSY
definitely needs no
introduction. His personality is
not bound in any way to draw a
silver lining amongst the most
shining stars of the Pakistan’s
Fashion Industry his fame is
making ripples around the globe.
He is known as the “King of
Couture”. He has perfected a
formula for casual elegance that
combines luxury and comfort in a
purely traditional way. HSY’s
designs evoke a feeling of
timelessness and pinnacle of
luxury which is the essential
component of investment
dressing today.
Even after 20 years in business,
his collections continue to
improve tremendously.

Simplicity, luxury, and comfort
the foundation of his early
collections are still at the core of
the clothes he designs today. His
customers include working
women, society ladies and their
offspring , as well as celebrities.
And since it is no secret that his
clients love him as much as they
do his clothes, there is little doubt
that his legendary charm has
contributed enormously to his
success.
While it appears that HSY’s star
has risen effortlessly, his success
was achieved the old-fashioned
way: through years of hard work,
perseverance and enthusiasm.
In his 20 years of fashion, HSY’s
revolutionary role has been of

33
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I was brought up
by a single
woman, my
mother is a very
bold & hard
working lady. she
is like a strongest
code for me, the
inspiration of my
work and life. I’ve
learned to face
challenges and
to tackle things
from her.
www.syncmag.ca
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This was the most frightening phase of
my life. However, my spirits were high
and at that point in time I wanted to
do things my way in order to prove
that I could make a mark in this world
and could do things on my terms and
conditions
momentous sway, working to
shape the itinerary of the
Pakistani fashion industry and to
create new professional
benchmarks through his
innovative fashion design,
marketing and promotion,
creating space for cross brand
synergies and collaborations
and crafting new stylistic
directions for runway shows and
fashion weeks.
As HSY completes his 20 years of
success, we have decided to
portray his lifestyle and highlight
a variety of unique aspects that
focus on both his personal and
professional life throughout his
journey towards success.

www.syncmag.ca
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It is said that behind every
successful man there is a women
and it’s the one thing that is more
than true for HSY as per his own
acknowledgment. He often
relates his success and being
here in the fashion industry to that
special lady- his mentor, his
inspiration his Mother. Hassan’s
love and dedication for his
mother is prominent as he uses to
dedicate his work and success to
her at various occasions. In his
own words.
Hassan is known to be a very
inspirational person, with deep
thoughts and high ambitions.
Challenges motivate him. It’s the
same motivational strength
which allowed him to overcome

a tragic episode of his life,
referencing to the major car
accident at the age of 18
resulting in loss of eye sight and
undergoing multiple surgeries for
restoration. Owing to the
proactive life he had lived before
the accident he simply could not
succumb to the idea of living a
life in darkness. It was a
frightening experience for him.
His patience, courage and strive
to be the best made him what he
is today. He is indeed an
inspiration for the youth that
anything is possible if you set your
mind to it. Hence, the young boy
who once lost his sight is now
called the “King of Couture”, the
phenomenal icon of Pakistan
Fashion Industry.
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HSY Philosophy:
No matter how much fashion
changes, what women want is
always the same: clothes that
not only feel comfortable on, but
that allow them to feel
comfortable in any situation.
They want to know they look
good—no matter where they
are, what they are doing, or what
kind of shape they’re in.
HSY has gained such insight into
what women demand of their
wardrobes. He believes that your
personality defines the clothes
not the other way round.

own and also does shows for
charity organizations every year.
HSY
employees benefit from
sponsored vocational training
and schooling for children who
want to learn job skills.
HSY also did a charity show in
Prague was for the President and
the First Lady, at which point he
said: “It was a great honor and
lots of fun. Max Mara (a leading
Italian designer) was also in this
show. We both showed our
collections together on the same
ramp, which was a first for a
Pakistani designer. This was a big
show because we were doing it
for the President and it was also a
charity event. The proceeds
went to UNICEF. It was a lot of fun
especially since we were doing it
for a good cause”.

To combine contemporary
silhouettes with traditional
techniques of old, making it
appealing to an international
clientele who have an
appreciation for the grandeur
and extravagance of a regal
past but expect further
innovation and creativity.
Hassan believes that every
designer has different view of
fashion:

HSY wants to bridge the gap
between different ethnicities
and to promote our culture and
society to the outside world, to
promote a positive image of
PAKISTAN.

Hassan Sheheryar Yasin is
involved in a lot of projects of his

The world will not see Pakistan as
fundamentalist and extremist
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nation, but a more progressive
and talented nation with a rich
culture and vibrant colors. With
the right kind of media
coverage, we can portray the
softer image of Pakistan,
because that is what we really
are! There is a new Pakistan and
it’s amazing that people have
started to recognize that!

I like to do what I
enjoy and I feel
that fashion is not
just about clothes,
it's a lifestyle. And I
want HSY to be a
lifestyle product I
want people to be
able to buy into
the lifestyle that
HSY represents,
something for
everyone

www.syncmag.ca
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I believe every single designer has a different role when viewing fashion.
At HSY we always feel that if fashion portrays a slot of crazy hurricane
competed with the sensationalism of fashion trends then we want HSY to
be the eye of the storm.

Celebrating 20 Years
1994

Started as Fashion Choreographer, directed First Show

2000

Graduates from Pakistan Institute of Fashion Design
Launch HSY Fashion House

2003

Karachi-based Diva Magazine placed Yasin on the cover of their
"Most Powerful People”.

2005

Lux Style Awards for ‘Designer of the Year’

2006

One of the founding members of Pakistan Fashion Design Council (PFDC).

2007

Lux Style Awards for ‘Designer of the Year’
Indus Style Awards for “Style Guru of the Year”
Introduced a Jewellery Line under the HSY Brand.

2008

Opens first flagship store in Dubai.

2009

First Pakistani Designer to Showcase in Dubai Fashion Week
Ahlan Fashion and Lifestyle Awards for ‘Designer of the Year’
MTV Style Awards for most “Stylish Fashion Icon”
Voted as Ahlan’s Hot 100 people

2010

Ponds Brand Council Member
Lux Style Awards for ‘Designer of the Year’
"Best Couture Designer" at Dubai Fashion Week (DFW).
Voted as Ahlan’s Hot 100 people

2012

I.Q Magazine’s Top 20 Fashion Icons of the World

2013

2014

“Best designer” for Pakistani Media Awards
Listed in Hello’s Hot 100
Listed in London’s Book “100 Most Influential People since 1947”
Became Brand Ambassador of “Toy Watch”.
Launched Furniture and Home Accessories Line in collaboration with YOC’A.
Marked 2 Decades in Fashion Industry
Employs over 350 people and have Six Stores Internationally.

www.syncmag.ca
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ARY Film Awards 2014 presents
Pakistan’s first Movie Award Show,
held in Karachi- Pakistan on April 27th
hosted by ARY Digital. All of the films
released in 2013 were considered for
nomination. The awards were divided
into three major categories named as
Viewer’s choice, Jury Awards and
Technician Awards.
Waar and Main Hoon Shahid Afridi
(MHSA) stole the show at ARY Film
Awards as the two films bagged most
of the awards. The grand event was
hosted by Pakistan’s own Superstar
Shaan Shahid with the ever versatile
Ayesha Omar and Sanam Jang.

Hareem Farooq

Uzma

Ali Xeshan

Amina With Shan

Syed Noor

Hassan Waqas

Nadeem Baig

Umaima Malik

Sabeena Pasha

Humza Abbasi

Ali Zafer & Tehmina Khaled

ARY AWARD’S SHOW

RED CARPET
www.syncmag.ca
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Mr And Mrs Moamar Rana

Aiyza-Khan

Urwa

Ayesha Omer

Nida Yasir & Yasir Nawaz

Mohib Mirza & Aamina

HSY And Aamna

Sharmeen Obaid With Sabina Pasha

Maheen Khan With Zeba Bukhtiar

ARY AWARD’S SHOW
www.syncmag.ca
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Mr. And Mrs. Tipu Shah

Danish With Aizah

Sangeeta

RED CARPET
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Viewer's Choice:
Best Actor (Male): Shaan for Waar.
Best Actor (Female) and Best Star Debut
(Female): Aisha Khan for Waar.
Best Film: Waar.
Jury's Choice:
Best Actor (Male): Humayun Saeed for
Main Hoon Shahid Afridi.
Best Actor (Female): Amina Ilyas for for
Zinda Bhaag.
Best Film: Zinda Bhaag
Best Director: Bilal Lashari for Waar.
Lifetime Achievement Award: Nadeem
Baig
The Special Award for Contribution in
Pakistani Cinema: Ali Zafar

www.syncmag.ca
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Sania Maskatiya At Faisana Fashion
Weekend London
Hot of the runway with their acclaimed ‘Kuamka: Awakening’, at PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week in Pakistan, the House of Sania
Maskatiya took their critically acclaimed collection to London’s MayFair with a showcase at the Faisana Fashion Weekend
organised by Aamna & Aisha. Further, the brand is proud to announce their nomination for the International Woolmark Prize
[IWP] from within the India and Middle East Nominees for 2014/15. Indeed the IWP has become among the most coveted
designer awards of our time. The Sania Maskatiya brand was first put forward for nomination by the Pakistan Fashion Design
Council and is one of only three brands from Pakistan to have been nominated.
For the International Woolmark Prize, it is for the first time that two designers will receive the overall award, one for menswear
and one for womenswear. Five regional awards will be held in Asia, Australia, Europe, India & Middle East and the USA to
select the ten finalists, each receiving AU$50,000 financial contribution towards their next collection as well as an invitation to
participate in the international final. The five menswear finalists will meet at London Collections: Men in January 2015 and the
five womenswear finalists will meet in Beijing in March 2015. The winners of both the menswear and womenswear finals will
receive a further AU$100,000 to assist with fabric sourcing and marketing of their collection. In addition, both international
winners will have their collection commercialised through key international retail partners including Harvey Nichols in the
UK, Joyce in China, Saks 5th Avenue in the USA, Collette in France, 10 Corso Como in Italy, My Theresa online and David
Jones in Australia. The nominee designers are required to present the sketches of a Merino wool capsule collection comprising
six outfits, with one full outfit to be produced at the India & Middle East regional award to be held in Mumbai, India later this
year. The collections will be judged by a panel of local and international experts, soon to be announced. Indeed the IWP now
boasts impressive alumni of the most important designers from around the globe, as well as partnerships established with some
of the most successful leading designers including Narciso Rodriguez, Victoria Beckham, Diane von Furstenberg and Richard
Nicoll.
Lastly, the Sania Maskatiya label is now also available to view online through a dedicated website space at
www.saniamaskatiya.com
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MARIA.B.
Launches 'Astitva' Specifically
For India!

Following the success of MARIA.B. Lawn in Pakistan, one of the
country's biggest designer retailers', MARIA.B., becomes the first
Pakistani designer brand to design and retail a collection of lawn
specifically for India. Titled Astitva, the new collection is available at all
leading retail stores in India nationwide through the brand's Indian
partner Sahiba Ltd.
Custom-designed for Indian consumers and
lawn enthusiasts, Astitva features 12 diverse
designs based in a distinctive tribal and bohochic aesthetic. Taking inspiration from chunri,
the collection features ikkat, cross stitch
bohemia and motifs such as gypsy roses, all in a
dynamic palette based in both bright colour
sand fresh pastels that are traditionally
associated with Indian summer fashion. Indeed,
the collection is printed on 80*80 Lawn with
crinkle dupattas, embellished with sequins,
cross-stich, rosettes and pulsar style
embroideries. The lawn is economically priced
between the price points of the equivalent of
PKR 3,000-3,500.
www.syncmag.ca
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Speaking about the launch ofAstitva, Maria
Butt, CEO MARIA.B.said, “Given the similarities
in our history, culture and tradition, India has
always been an ideal market for Pakistani
fashion. At MARIA.B.we had always been
cognizant of the potential of the Indian retail
market and in addition to participating in
different Indian fashion shows and exhibitions
we had previously introduced a limited edition
Pashmina collection in India to marked success.
Earlier this year we also launched a limited
edition lawn collection featuring Arabi lawn in
India which too proved very successful and
paved the way for Astitva; with this collection
we have created lawn designs specifically for
Indian consumers based on our own research
and market insights gleaned by our Indian partners Sahiba Ltd. So far the collection has been well received
and consumer feedback has been veryencouraging! We hope to continue the trend of creating collections
specifically tailored for regional and international markets and look forward to sharing the complete
MARIA.B. experience with our patrons located outside of Pakistan.”
MARIA.B. is Pakistan’s most diverse designer fashion brand with prêt a porter, couture, formal wear, lawn,
embroidered fabrics and cottons all within one affordable label. MARIA. B. also has one of Pakistan’s most
extensive retail networks with over 25 standalone outlets in 12 different cities across the country, while also
exporting to 6 international destinations including UK, USA, Bangladesh, UAE,Qatar and India.
For further information on MARIA B lawn and other MARIA.B.brands,
please log on to https://www.facebook.com/mariabdesigns
website : http://www.mariab.pk/

For information contact:

514-360-3760
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FMH Music & Art’s Society Held The Grand Finale Of FMH Music Mentor
(Lahore- 9th May 2014) The FMH Music & Arts Society held the grand finale of FMH Music
Mentor at the General Attique-ur-Rehman Auditorium. The grand finale judges included
renowned singers Noman Javed, Asrar, Wali Hamid Ali Khan and Dr. Muhammad Zafar
Iqbal, head of the Music Department of NCA.
The participants of FMH Music Mentor were students of FMH College of Medicine &
Dentistry, FMH Institute of Allied Health Sciences and Saida Waheed FMH College of
Nursing.
The grand finale was held after a series of auditions and the final twelve students
performed at the event. The winner was Rabbiyah Shehzad of FMH Institute Allied Health
Sciences, Zarak Khan of FMH College of Dentistry came second and Asad Mughal of FMH
Institute of Allied Health Sciences stood third of the annual FMH Music Mentor.
The grand finale consisted of musical performances by Noman Javed, Asrar, Wali Hamid
Ali Khan and IMX –The Band. The FMH music mentor also consisted of a skit by -Standup
Comedian & Improviser- Zohaib Azhar.
FMH music mentor was organized by Patron –in-Chief Prof. Khaliq-ur-Rehman Head of
Student Affairs - Dr. Noreen Farooq, FMH Music and Arts Society President – Haseeb Ahsan
Vaince and the team at Fatima Memorial System.
www.syncmag.ca
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Up Close and Personal With

ZEHRAH
ZUBERI
I was born in Laval and I
moved to Islamabad, Pakistan
when I was a month old. My
elementary schooling in
Pakistan greatly helped me in
gaining fluency in Urdu as
well as English. At the age of
twelve I finally moved back to
Laval.

www.syncmag.ca
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D

uring this period I
frequently visited family in
Canada. Upon my return, I
went to Laval Liberty High and
attained my DEC from Vanier
College. I recently graduated from
John Molson School of Business, at
Concordia University, in Marketing.
Fashion has always been a passion
for me. I remember sketching
designs from a very young age and
assisting my mother in designing
clothes for my sister’s wedding at
the age of 11. As I grew older, I
understood styles better and was
able to determine what looked best
on certain body types. I started my
fashion design business after I
attained the skill of sewing.

friends, they automatically became
my first clients. Slowly over the years
I created around a hundred different
garments for my family and friends.
As I was still in school at this time it
gave me an opportunity to slowly
establish myself in the Montreal
market and gain recognition. During
this period I designed different
custom pieces for individual clients.
These pieces ranged from casual
desi wear to bridal mehndi lehngas
and even prom dresses. Alongside
designing clothes, I also design
accessories which include handmade clutches and necklace sets.
My accessory line was launched last
year under the brand name
ZeeGlam, and has been very popular
ever since.

Since appreciation was high for my
designs amongst my family and

Once I completed my bachelors’
degree I jumped to the opportunity
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to create my first designer line of
clothing. My designer couture brand
is called Zehrah Zuberi Couture.
Zehrah Zuberi Couture launched its
first line at the second Montreal
Shaadi Show, in March of 2014.
Every piece is designed with
attention to detail and there is
something for everyone. I also do
custom orders for clients to fit their
needs and deliver the perfect
tailored outfit according to their
preference. Every piece is designed
with the best quality fabrics and
material to have durability and give a
one of a kind, rich look.
In the future, I look forward to
serving every need of the showstopping bride, the teen who wishes
to stand out at her prom, and the
unique individual within all of us.
www.syncmag.ca
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Tweets Of The Month

Mallika Sherawat
@MallikaLA Mar 25
Supreme Confidence is
the best accessory :)
wot say tweeple?

SHAH RUKH KHAN
@iamsrk Apr 8
When u can’t stop
running becos u keep on
burning everything that u
touch! A life that burns
flies & u run with it!

Oprah Winfrey
@Oprah Apr 20
“The keys to your
happiness are not in
someone else's pocket".

Amitabh Bachchan
@SrBachchan Apr 7

SHILPA SHETTY
@TheShilpaShetty Apr 9

Sania Mirza
@MirzaSania Apr 20

T 1442 - "If you want to
go fast, go alone. If you
want to go far, go
together".

Thots fr a Strong
Relationship: If u don't
know, Ask ,if u don't
agree, Argue ,u don't like
it, Say it.. But don't start
Judging Silently:)

Be kind to unkind
people...they need it the
most..

www.syncmag.ca
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Sonu Nigam Live In Montreal
Sonu Nigam is a genuine artist, a student of life! A musician who
strives to better himself everyday! A performer par excellence who
can energize souls with merely his presence! A multi-talented
showman whose capabilities are limited by no boundaries! An
intellectual who craves for knowledge from all walks of life!
Born on 30th July 1973, Sonuji started singing on stage at the age
of 3. In his teenage years he accompanied his father for several
singing assignments and also worked as a child artist in several
movies..He came to Bombay in 1991 to make a career as a singer and
started off by singing cover versions to Rafi Saab's songs - Rafi Saab.
whom he lovingly refers to as his musical father. His first hit was
Accha Sila Diya from Bewafa Sanam which gave him the recognition
as an established playback singer and with songs like Sandese Aate
Hai from Border,Satrangi Re from Dil se and Yeh Dil Deewana from
Pardes, Sonu Niigaam the Star was born..The rest is history!! All
coveted awards adorn his mantlepiece, the most significant being
the National award for the song Kal Ho Na Ho in 2003. His pop
albums like Sapne Ki Baat,Naya Naya Pyar, Kismat, Deewana,
Mausam, Jaan, Yaad, Sanskar,Chanda Ki Doli (self-composed,
programmed and arranged),Classically Mild,Rafi Resurrected,Maha
Ganesha and Neene bari Neene over the years have all appealed to the
masses and have collectively demonstrated his versatility and prowess
as a musician!

DISCOGRAPHY
Popular Track

Movie

Year

Sandese Aate Hain

Border

1997

Ishq Bina

Taal

1999

Saathiya

Saathiya

2002

Kal Ho Na Ho

Kal Ho Na Ho

2003

Mian Hoon Na, Tumse Milke Dil Ka, Do Pal

Mian Hoon Na, Veer Zaara

2004

Dheere Jalna, Piyu Bole

Paheli, Parineeta

2005

Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna, Mere Hath Mai

Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna, Fanaa, Krrish

2006

Main Agar Kahoon, Nagada Nagada

Om Shanti Om, Jab We Met

2007

Inn Lamhon Ke Daaman Me

Jodhaa Akbar

2008

Shukran Allah, All Izz Well, Zoobi Doobi

Kurban, 3 Idiots

2009

Abhi Mujh Mein Kahin, Daaru Band Kal Se, Allah
Maaf Kare, Saanson Ne, Marjawa

Agneepath, Singh Saab The Great, Desi Boyz,
Dabangg 2, Mumbai Mirror

2013

www.syncmag.ca
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The 2014 IIFA Awards, officially known as the
15th International Indian Film Academy
Awards ceremony, presented by the
International Indian Film Academy
honouring the best films of 2013, took place
between April 23–26, 2014. IIFA 2014, or the
Bollywood Oscars, is the most talked about
and happening event where Bollywood met
Hollywood at Tampa Bay, Florida. In addition
to the Indian film stars, several American
actors walked down the green carpet.
The official ceremony took place on April 26,
2014 at the Raymond James Stadium in
Tampa, Florida, in the United States. The
ceremony was co-hosted by actors Shahid
Kapoor and Farhan Akhtar. IIFA Rocks,
otherwise known as the IIFA Music and
Fashion Extravaganza took place on April 25,
2014. During the event, the technical
awards were presented by actor Saif Ali
Khan.

Malaika Arora Khan

Sridevi Kapoor

Sunita, Javed, Shabana & Govinda

IFFA Awards 2014
www.syncmag.ca
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Kareena & Saif

Anil Kapoor

Sonakshi Sinha

deepika padukone

Bipasha Basu

Shatrughan Sinha

Peryanka Chopra

Rahat Fateh With Wife

Nina Davuluri

Green Carpet
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Tusshar Kapoor

Kevin Spacey

Neha Dhupia

Riteish Deshmukh

Madhuri Dixit With Husband
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Randhir Kapoor

Vivek Oberoi With Wife

Diya Mirza

Nimrat Kaur

Hrithik Roshan

Aditya Roy

Anupam Kher

Kainaat Arora

Gauhar Khan

IFFA Awards 2014

Green Carpet
www.syncmag.ca
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IFFA Awards 2014
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World Partnership Walk
Making Strides to Fight Poverty for 30 Years
It's amazing how far a few steps can take you.
On Sunday, June 1, Ashina Sheriff
is planning to take a walk in Parc
Jean Drapeau with her friends and
family. They'll cover about five
kilometres, which is just enough
for a good stretch and a chance to
catch up with friends on what she
hopes will be a sunny day. But
Mrs. Sheriff knows her steps will be
felt around the world.
Mrs Sheriff, who is the lead
volunteer for the Montreal edition
of the World Partnership Walk is
participating, along with thousands
of other Canadians, in the fight
against global poverty in the
developing world. The Montreal
event will kick off at 10 am.
"It's a short walk, but it does so
much good," says Mrs. Sheriff,
who is also the top fundraiser for
the event, which is organized by
Aga Khan Foundation Canada.
Last year, the Sheriff family team
raised over $25,000. They hope to
beat that total in 2014.
"The money raised will go to poor
communities in Asia and Africa,
www.syncmag.ca
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where it will be used for things like
educating women and children,
ensuring clean water and
sanitation systems, and helping
rural communities become selfsufficient," she says.
All of the donations raised, 100
percent, go to poverty alleviation
programmes; not one cent is spent
on administration.
Over the past three decades, the
World Partnership Walk has
expanded to 10 cities across
Canada. To date, hundreds of
thousands of Canadians have
taken part, raising more than $82
million for international
development programs.
Money for the Walk comes from
donations made by walkers’
friends and family members, as
well as from corporate sponsors.
Scotiabank and KPMG are among
the top contributors to the
Montreal edition, and have been
for several years thanks to their
dynamic Walk teams.
Most people get to the finish line in

about an hour, says Sheriff, but
many stay until well into the
afternoon to enjoy the food,
entertainment and camaraderie.
Walkers and spectators also spend
time at the Global Village, where
they can learn about the people
and communities they’re helping.
"I've met individuals who have just
returned from working on some of
the programs -- young Canadians
who are directly involved on the
ground and have see the work the
Aga Khan Foundation does in
these communities,” says Mrs.
Sheriff. “They’ve seen the
difference that the Walk has made
in the lives of some of the poorest
people.”
Would you like to Walk the Walk?
This year, the World Partnership
Walk is taking place in Park JeanDrapeau.
Sunday, June 1, 10 am - 1 pm
To learn how you can create or join
a team, sponsor a participant, or
get your company involved, visit
www.worldpartnershipwalk.com

